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Len Horowitz, a dark doctor in disguise, remains a Vatican Shill

Nothing changes in the Fantasy Camp called 'Jesuitland' as Horowitz remains a Papal Knight but claims no allegiance to the Pope. How can this be, ask readers?

By Greg Szymanski, JD
Mar. 17, 2009

Readers have asked to reprint an Arctic Beacon story from Jan. 17, 2007, exposing consumer advocate Len Horowitz as a Vatican shill since he was knighted into the Sovereign Military Order of Malta (SMOM) aka Sovereign Orthodox Order of the Knights Hospitaller of St. John of Jerusalem.

Horowitz has never rescinded his knighthood, indicating their truly is a "Jesuit fox in the patriot henhouse."

The article is reprinted below, but first pay close attention to the words of A. True Ott about an encounter he had with the "good doctor."

Ott should be believed since the fruits of his work shows that he follows the authority and words of Jesus Christ, as referenced on numerous interviews on the Investigative Journal radio show.

When made aware of the knighting of Horowitz, Ott, a PhD, had this to say from his Utah home:

"This is VERY interesting.

"Shortly after "Lenny" (Horowitz) visited me in Cedar City, reviewed my production line, and was a "live" guest on my radio show, I was raided by the FDA and DOPL, arrested, charged with a 1st

EX. P2, REC. 6B: ALEX JONES POSTS SZYMANSKI’s, OTT’s and STUDER’s LIBEL AGAINST HOROWITZ and KANE TO GAIN COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGE AND DAMAGE THE PLAINTIFFS’ BUSINESS REPUTE.

FOOTNOTE: ALEX JONES’s “Prison Planet” published false claims HOROWITZ is a “Vatican Shill” and Knight of Malta; along with other false allegations HOROWITZ visited OTT; false claims the visitation was followed by OTTs arrest; and false claims HOROWITZ was somehow accountable for the arrest and loss of more than $100,000. Jones knew, or should have known, this publication was false and damaging, as HOROWITZ informed Jones’s staff verbally and in writing to remove SZYMANSKI’s libel.
degree felony and had machines and inventory confiscated. I lost over $100,000, not to mention the
many thousands in attorney fees to protect myself!

"I tried calling Lenny to see if he would help with my case in any way, and he refused my calls and
NEVER bothered to return them - even though he promised me that he would "help my business in
any way".

"I began to wonder if he wasn't a wolf in sheep's clothing - and was involved in the "natural health"
arena primarily to identify and remove potential threats to the Medical Mafia.

"My suspicions are now confirmed. The AMA's Px Drug agenda is directed by the Knights of Malta
through the Vatican!"

When confronted with criticism, Horowitz said in 2007:

"When my critics accomplish half of what I have done for our Creator on behalf of humanity," Dr.
Horowitz said, "then we should take them seriously. Until then, consumers beware."

Someone should remind the dark doctor to follow God's authority in the Bible and not follow Vatican
tradition and authority since salvation through Jesus Christ comes from grace and repentance of sin
not from earthly works. Simply, this is another clear indication that Horowitz is a Jesuit shill.
Here is a reprint of the Jan. 17, 2007, article about Horowitz in case you missed it:

The Arctic Beacon
Dr. Horowitz Admits He Was "Knighted" By Knights Hospitaller

The consumer health activist issues official statement, claiming no allegiance to Pope. A number of
patriots still disagree, saying Knights Hospitaller and Knights of Malta are one in the same, having
same intent and purpose

17 Jan 2007

By Greg Szymanski, JD

Consumer health activist Dr. Len Horowitz admitted he was "knighted" by the Sovereign Orthodox
Order of the Knights Hospitaller of St. John of Jerusalem, but said he has done nothing to compromise
his stance as a "true patriot."

In a phone conversation Horowitz told the Arctic Beacon he had been unjustly persecuted by "certain
patriots" who claim he has sold out to Vatican interests instead of being a true patriot and advocate of
the people.

Although Horowitz admitted to being knighted for meritorious service in the health industry, he said
the Hospitallers are not the same as the Knights of Malta.

However, several a group of patriots disagree, saying the Hospitallers and the two groups are
Is Len Horowitz and Sherri Kane NWO COINTELPRO operatives?
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Weather the allegations being made by Alex S. of Labvirus can be debated, one thing that CAN'T BE DEBATED is that someone with influence does NOT what Alex S exposing his findings on the two of them.

When YouTube pulls a video and labels it 'hate speech', red flags, red alerts go up and go off in my book. Even WordPress got into the act banning Alex S WordPress site.

Something doesn't pass the smell test. My personal experience with Horowitz is that I tried to contact him to discuss somethings that I thought would be near and dear to his heart and got no reply what-so-ever.

Here is an Email I got from Alex S. his side of the story that apparently YouTube and Wordpress doesn't want to get out.
There are some who will view this as "airing dirty laundry" and that is
EXACTLY what I intend to accomplish with this video piece I edited over
the weekend.

This NEEDS to be sent out far and wide to expose just how lying and
manipulative these two dangerous psyop infiltrators are, and give more
credence as to exactly why they have chosen to continually attack publicly
honest researchers such as myself, Dr A. True Ott PhD, Tim White, Eric
Phelps, Ted Gunderson (who may not actually be as honest as we all
thought - save that for another time) and others.

This is the latest edit of the video I originally posted last Friday, with
updated comments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jtArMkDjmKU

-alex

[WARNING THIS POST CONTAINS PROFANE LANGUAGE WHICH SOME
MAY FIND OFFENSIVE. I HAVE CHOSEN THE LANGUAGE OUT OF
EDITORIAL PERTINENCE AND ONLY INTEND TO OFFEND THE ONE IT IS

Hairy Kunt (my new name for Sherri Kane – together with “Babbles”
Fart-Smell they make quite a team don’t ya think?) left me a comment
stating that I’m protecting pedophiles by putting this out. I don’t dispute
that Michael A. Aquino (high priest of Temple of Set and highest ranking
member of NSA) is a murdering pedophile, that is a given. However I am
not protecting him at all as I serve only to expose his evils as those of
retired US Army General Albert Stubblebine’s “COINTELPRO“, of which
Hairy would like you all to believe that I am a member, in addition to A.
True Ott, Tim White, etc. – a TOTALLY RIDICULOUS CLAIM. None of the
others in the group these two falsely allege to be cointelpro are
pedophiles, satanists, or anything close, as far as I am aware – myself
included. Don’t forget folks also that Stubblebine and Aquino are also
co-founders of Psi-Tech located in Hawaii, very near where Horror-Witch
and Hairy Kunt reside.

Hairy also says I got this video from Horror-Witch’s wife and that this is
“gangstalking” – what rubbish. Hairy Kunt you stupid whore YOU MADE
THIS VIDEO YOURSELF. If you didn’t want this dirty laundry aired publicly
you should not have made this video in the first place, and you should not
have brought me or my blog into your psychotic world of hurling false
allegations. Karma is a bitch, and so are you Hairy.
We have already drawn clear conclusions that Horror-Witch is directly tied
to COINTELPRO’s founder Albert Stubblebine by way of his wife Rima
Laibow MD.

The video edit posted is so far a rough edit; there’s a few things I forgot to
include which are pertinent to assessing the lack of credibility of these
two, plus some of the titles are hard to read. A new longer hi-res edit has
been completed and is now currently being uploaded. Check the most
current post for the latest version of this video.